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Loes had never expected this to happen, some years ago. But now she walked here, 

amazed, looking around, enjoying the view. Plenty of land and hills, trees, flowers, plants and 

grass everywhere. No traffic, no people who were in a hurry, but all quiet and peaceful, that 

lovely, late Sunday afternoon. 

Loes was happy. Bas, her husband, snatched a little sleep at home. In the morning they 

had been to church for the first time in New Zealand, an hour’s drive from here to the city. That 

church was in fact a small Reformed fellowship, founded by two active ministers in a shed 

behind a shop. There were not many members because on the South Island the distances between 

the villages were great, the hills and mountains numerous, and in the winter season it often 

snowed, hailed or froze. But the soil was very fruitful and excellent for all kinds of agricultural 

produce. 

Loes was expecting. Bas was already preparing the house for it. With the help of two 

students who wanted to make some money during the holidays, he had renovated the place as 

much as possible. They would also help him with bringing the land under cultivation, which was 

quite a job to do. 

Bas and she married in The Netherlands several months before their departure. Bas’ 

father had strongly recommended them to emigrate, because there were too many problems to 

overcome at the farm. Each time the crops were heavier but the income was lower because of the 

bureaucratic formalities, rules, restrictions and competition. There was not much of a future 

anymore for a young farmer like Bas… 

Loes saw the new and the unknown. She had not had the time to be so relaxed to take it 

all in and thank God for it from the bottom of her heart. Would the rabbits, the field mice, the 

hedgehogs and the squirrels have noticed her presence? She saw fernbirds, finches, starlings and 

silvereyes chasing insects and picking currents. Tomorrow Bas would again work at the fields 

behind her with his tractor, to plough or to sow. 

Loes was originally not directly involved with farm work, but more in the kitchen 

because there had to be food on the table for the family and the laborers of her father. She had 

eight younger brothers and sisters. There were cows, pigs and chickens. In a fenced in piece of 

land were the fruit trees. 

Now in New Zealand they would yet have to plant them, together with the installation of 

a big irrigation system; there was no river in this area. The family of Bas van Leeuwen had never 

had a problem with that, because they could get plenty of water from the river Waal. Also the 

father of Loes Beukels had enough for his apple trees and bushes with berries. The city of Tiel 

was founded eleven centuries ago and it was amazing that the center with old buildings and small 

canals was spared, because Tiel had suffered several wars and occupations. 

Where Loes was now, all was different, on the South Island, on the other side of the 

world; a time difference of twelve hours, so it was in Tiel very early in the morning. 

They had found a nice spot and they intended to add a big living room to the bungalow 

they had gotten. God was good to them. 

They had already a flock of sheep, which was allowed temporarily to graze at the 

grassland of a kind neighbor. For them it would be fun filling up with fresh young grass, as Loes 

liked eating fruit straight from the tree. Where she was standing, there lived about two thousand 



years ago Moriori’s, she was told, who came from somewhere in South America, but several 

centuries later the Moriori’s had come, from islands in the Pacific, and drove them away. The last 

Moriori died in 1933 at the Chatham Islands, and his name was Tommy Solomon. 

It was nearly summertime in New Zealand, where the seasons were exactly opposite 

those in Europe. She watched a few clouds scud across the sky; what a tranquility. Tuis passed 

by (a very big kind of pigeon with two white balls hanging under its chin) who had probably 

eaten honey from the flowers of a protea under the wide expanse of the blue sky. Blackbirds 

were feeding their young. A missel thrush sang away to his heart’s content. Loes wondered 

would she also be so jubilant in nine months time. Her mother had given her a lot of wise advice, 

to be prepared and look forward to it with joy. 

They would eat a simple meal this Sunday. Yesterday Bas had bought some tins with 

meat, vegetables and potatoes in the village further on; there was only one small shop, where 

they sold everything, from bottled milk, bread and potatoes to postage stamps. They got their 

own mailbox with a key, because the postman did not bring it to their doorstep. Loes had a fridge 

with a freezer on top of it, to keep things all right for consumption. She became quickly used to 

it. It was part of the friendly atmosphere, she found out… 

They had not brought much with them from The Netherlands. In the first place, they did 

not yet have much, like furniture, paintings or carpets. In the second place, what they had was 

rather old. (They were not allowed to bring things into the country which could harbor vermin, 

including boxes which had been used for eggs or poultry.) They had put together the savings they 

had, and the fathers from both sides had doubled that amount from their nest eggs. A friend of 

Bas, who was an employee of a travel bureau had sought out for them what was the most 

economical way to reach their destination, via Wellington and Christchurch. 

In New Zealand, almost everybody had a car, often rather old, but following the rules of 

the law, kept in good condition, every half year checked by a garage-man who gave a sticker for 

the front window, with a date. If you did not have that and the traffic police saw it, you had to 

pay a high fine and you could lose your driving license. Bas had quickly bought a small truck 

which was well looked after. Loes had brought her bike with her, but had not yet used it. 

Their first outing in the neighborhood was a visit to a deacon of the church with his 

family. He and his wife were about their age. Loes had looked with mollification at their sleeping 

children. The Websters lived about fifteen minutes drive from their place in a brand new 

bungalow. Jim Webster made the walls himself of naturally sawn bricks of a yellowish-brown 

color. He said with a smile that he was quite willing to do that once for the Van Leeuwens, but he 

warned them that the bricks were expensive. Meanwhile his wife, Janet, showed them some 

pottery she had made, and some old Christian books for the children she had carefully restored. 

The Websters had come from Palmerston North, on the North Island, where Jim’s father 

was a lawyer. Janet was the daughter of immigrants from Scotland who lived in Foxton, at the 

end of the Manawatu River, which went through Palmerston North. They both attended Queen 

Elisabeth College there, where they got to know each other. Jim told them that they had decided 

to give their children home schooling (the government gave a subsidy for that). The parents 

would be responsible for looking after the exam papers and send them by mail to a 

correspondence address. The children could get official diplomas. The main thing was, you could 

give them a Christian education without the influence of heathen ideas, alcohol and drugs. “We 

believe it is worth the time and effort,” said Janet. 

Bas agreed, in this time and age, where they were, there was no better solution for the 

problems they were facing. “We cannot do more than we are able, and we ask the Lord for 



guidance for Loes and me. At the moment we look forward to the end of the first nine months.” 

They drank tea and enjoyed a big piece of a beautiful cake Janet had made. She explained that 

making cakes themselves was kind of a New Zealand tradition in the outback. 

Jim was an accountant by profession and had a lot of work to do for the farmers; some of 

them had a lot of sheep on the hills, looked after by men on horses. He told Bas about the rules 

he would have to keep in mind, when his farm would become bigger. He advised him also to 

become a member of the Christian Heritage Party of New Zealand, so that he would remain 

informed about developments in the government. Loes listened with interest and said: “It is all 

yet so new for us.” Bas made some notices in a notebook he always had in his pocket “We trust 

God,” he said. 
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